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Fading Space of Dawn
by La Prairie and Carla Chan
ART BASEL HONG KONG:
25 – 29 MAY

LA PRAIRIE LOUNGE:
25 – 29 MAY

TAI KWUN CENTRE FOR
HERITAGE AND ARTS:
28 MAY – 1 JUNE

La Prairie pursues its artistic collaboration with digital artist Carla Chan and enters the world of NFTs.
Rooted in a shared devotion to celebrate and preserve nature, the collaboration between La Prairie and Carla Chan
debuted with ‘Space Between the Light Glows’, a time-based video work featuring Swiss summits illuminated by the
mesmerising golden hour. Today, it culminates in the meditative darkness of the dawn of radiance with
‘Fading Space of Dawn’.
The artistic collaboration - initiated last year - coincided with the re-imagining of La Prairie’s Pure Gold Collection
whose replenishable vessels marked the House’s most ambitious move towards sustainable practices to date. This
belief in the inspirational power of nature and the importance to protect it is an essential component of La Prairie
and Carla Chan’s continued collaboration. By combining this vision with their innovative use of technology, they have
unlocked the secret to the power of lingering radiance in skincare and art.

BENEFITS
»

Access to ‘Fading Space of Dawn’ Exclusive Event on 31 May for
an Art and Skincare Experience at La Prairie House, H Queens
Please contact Quintessentially’s lifestyle manager for details.
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Something Blue
Odds and Ends presents its inaugural exhibition ‘Something Blue’, a group

Dining

exhibition featuring works by artists Peter Chan, Corn Ho, and Lewis Lau.
The colour blue is associated with a wealth of connotations that differ by
culture, carrying with it a rich history and great emotional power. In Western
art history, blue has always been synonymous with royalty and divinity,
evident by the sacred association of the Virgin Mary with Marian Blue. In
Chinese culture, particularly areas surrounding Southern China, Cobalt Blue
is considered an inauspicious colour that is reserved for funeral ceremonies.
Yet for some, strategic incorporation of blue hues in one’s life can improve

WHEN
NOW – 29 MAY
WHERE
ODDS AND ENDS
PMQ, BLOCK B, H307
35 ABERDEEN STREET
CENTRAL

your Feng Shui. While the cultural connotations of the colour blue can at
times seem endless and contradicting, one thing remains certain about this

Lifestyle

elusive pigment—it is a brooding symbol of introversion.

Sofabilder / Sofa Pictures
‘Sofabilder / Sofa Pictures’, an exhibition of recent paintings and drawings
by German artist Georg Baselitz that give new and haunting form to his
lifelong quest to unite abstraction and figuration in an inextricable dance. A
nude female form based loosely on Baselitz’s wife Elke, whom he’s depicted
throughout his career and now conjures from memory, is a central motif in
each work.

WHEN
24 MAY – 27 JULY
WHERE
WHITE CUBE HONG KONG
50 CONNAUGHT ROAD
CENTRAL
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Contrasting Confluences:
Clément Denis, Fabien Verschaere,
Karen Shiozawa
‘Contrasting Confluences’, featuring French artists Clément Denis and Fabien
Verschaere, and Japanese artist Karen Shiozawa, is an associated project of
the Le French May Arts Festival 2022. The exhibition showcases a selection
of acrylic, oil and watercolor works, spanning a variety of approaches

WHEN
NOW – 30 JUNE
WHERE
WHITESTONE GALLERY
7-8/F, H QUEEN’S
80 QUEEN’S ROAD CENTRAL

from abstraction to figuration, each offering nuanced ways of looking at,
interpreting, and representing the world, while exploring values of symbols

Lifestyle

and identities of individuals.

Double Vision
Toying with doubles, the exhibition Double Vision explores the concepts of
déjà vu and parallax, considering how seemingly superficial differences may
reveal much more than expected. While some works are doubled serially or
thematically, with subtle slippages and variations, some other artists in the
exhibition have works that gesture towards memory and the murky everyday
lines between truth, perception, and fiction. Double Vision seeks to define
a distinctive spatial and temporal experience, with the exhibition prompting
reflection on sensorial awareness and the contemporary production of reality.

WHEN
NOW – 12 JUNE
WHERE
TAI KWUN
10 HOLLYWOOD ROAD
CENTRAL, HONG KONG
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Weigh All Tears
In work made over the past five decades, William Kentridge has parsed and

Dining

questioned the historical record – responding to the past as it ineluctably
shapes our present – and in doing so, has created a world that mirrors and
shadows our own. Through film, performance, theatre, drawing, sculpture,
painting, and printmaking, Kentridge seeks to make sense of the world and the
construction of meaning; his work brings viewers into awareness of how they
see the world and navigate their way to more conscious seeing and knowing.
The exhibition takes its title from a new 6-metre-wide triptych of the same
name, where silhouetted figures form a procession against a collage of maps of

WHEN
NOW – 7 JUNE
WHERE
HAUSER & WIRTH
15-16/F, H QUEEN’S
80 QUEEN’S ROAD CENTRAL

Africa and archival documents. ‘Weigh All Tears’ is a phrase that cycles through
Kentridge’s work, one of an evolving miscellany of phrases that recur in his work.
They are ‘unsolved riddles, phrases which hover at the edge of making sense….
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fragments of sentences which sit in a drawer of phrases used in other work over
the years. On occasion they get taken out and sorted through.’

31 Women Artists Hong Kong
‘31 Women Exhibition’ was a 1943 exhibition organized by Peggy Guggenheim
in her new gallery, Art of this Century, in New York City. One of the first
exhibitions dedicated to the works of women, the show was a breakthrough.
31 Women Artists – Hong Kong Exhibition is not intended to be a feminist
exhibition: ideally, there would be no need for all-women exhibitions, yet it
seems meaningful today to acknowledge the practice of female Hong Kong
artists and to show the extraordinary vitality of their work. Mixing different
generations of artists working in diverse contexts and engaged in various
practices, this 2022 exhibition aims above all at celebrating the right to be
truly oneself.

WHEN
NOW – 20 AUGUST
WHERE
10 CHANCERY LANE GALLERY
CENTRAL
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Wang Gongyi Solo Exhibition
Following solo exhibitions ‘Memories of West Lake’ in 2017 and ‘Leaves of
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Grass’ in 2019 — Galerie du Monde is bringing Wang Gongyi to Hong Kong
for the third time, debuting Wang Gongyi’s new paintings inspired by the
dualities of softness and wildness of nature based on her observations of the
forest landscapes in Portland and Lake Tahoe.
Wang Gongyi’s works are in many important institutions and collections
internationally, including: Ashmolean Museum, UK; China Academy of Art;
M+ Museum, Hong Kong; Portland Art Museum, US; The National People’s
Congress, China; The National Art Museum of China; Shanghai Art Museum,

WHEN
NOW – 4 JUNE
WHERE
GALERIE DU MONDE
108 RUTTONJEE CENTRE
11 DUDDELL STREET
CENTRAL

China; USC Pacific Asia Museum, US; and Zhejiang Art Museum, China,
among others. In 2022, Wang Gongyi’s works are being featured in Centre
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Pompidou’s ‘Women Artists of the 20th Century’ program.

Simultaneous
de Sarthe presents artist Xin Yunpeng’s third solo exhibition ‘Simultaneous’
with the gallery, featuring a new body of installation and video works. The
exhibition focuses on the intertextual juxtaposition of visual space and time.
Through the artworks, the artist reconstructs his personal memory and
evokes collective resonance under a site-specific context.
Xin Yunpeng’s Simultaneous (2022) comprises 12 parabolic photography
lights facing each other in a circle. The lights are programmed to flash
consecutively every second in a counterclockwise sequence. Owing to their
close proximity and the highly uneven ratio of light to space, it becomes
challenging for the naked eye to distinguish which light is emitting the flash
and which ones are simply reflecting off of the other. Through this process,
Xin Yunpeng is able to create a sense of directionless confusion using readymade objects while generating tension in the surrounding atmosphere.

WHEN
NOW – 2 JULY
WHERE
DE SARTHE
20/F GLOBAL TRADE SQUARE
21 WONG CHUK HANG ROAD
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Woo Kukwon Solo
Exhibition - Carnival
Tang Contemporary Art, Hong Kong presents the solo exhibition of Woo
Kukwon, a promising artist from Korea. The artist has worked on paintings
and installations focusing on the growth of human self-consciousness from
his debut exhibition ‘The Rainbow Connection’ (2009) to ‘I’m your father’
(2021), his last exhibition where he re-examined his father’s works from
the son’s point of view. In the current exhibition at Tang Contemporary Art,
Woo explores his autobiographical growth and self-transformation through

WHEN
NOW – 11 JUNE
WHERE
TANG CONTEMPORARY ART
10/F, H QUEEN’S
80 QUEEN’S ROAD CENTRAL
CENTRAL

paintings depicting ancient Carnival ceremonies with iconic characters from

Lifestyle

fairytales and mythologies.

Scale Matters – Solo Exhibition
by Angela Glajcar
Karin Weber Gallery introduces ‘Scale Matters,’ the first Hong Kong solo
presentation of new and selected works by renowned German sculpture
artist Angela Glajcar.
Widely recognised for her ‘Terforations’ – a fictitious title coined from Latin
‘Terra’ and ‘perforations’ to suggest exploration of new territories – Glajcar
interacts with thick sheets of paper or glass mesh to create her own
breakthrough mindscapes.

WHEN
NOW – 4 JUNE
WHERE
KARIN WEBER GALLERY
G/F, 20 ABERDEEN STREET
SOHO
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Swire Properties 50th Anniversary &
10 Year Anniversary of Art Basel Hong Kong Partnership
Swire Properties celebrates original thinking throughout this milestone year with their
“ORIGINAL. ALWAYS.” campaign. “ORIGINAL” captures their creative and innovative spirit.
“ALWAYS” refers to their long-term commitment over the decades, and into the future.
This year is also the 10th year Swire Properties have been an official partner of Art Basel Hong Kong.
This iconic contemporary global art show is an important complement to the annual Hong Kong Art Month,
when Swire Properties bring internationally-inspired art and performance and original events to the public

Lifestyle

across the city; building on Swire Properties’ belief that art should be for everyone.
“PROPAGATION” BY ESKYIU

“ADDITION OF “SHELF II”

SPECIAL ART NFT COLLECTION

To celebrate the 10th year of

A major sculptural artwork by world-

Ten handpicked artists have created

partnership with Art Basel Hong

renowned contemporary artist Antony

five unique artworks each, echoing

Kong, Swire Properties commissioned

Gormley is added to Swire Properties’

the theme of 50th Anniversary

Hong Kong architectural studio

permanent artwork collection. Antony

“Original. Always.” Comprising

ESKYIU to create the VIP Lounge

Gormley is widely acclaimed for his

50 artworks to tie-in with Swire

titled “PROPAGATION” for Art Basel

sculptures, installations and public

Properties’ spirit of originality – with

Hong Kong. Founded in New York

artworks that investigate the relationship

each work an edition of 100 – with

by Eric Schuldenfrei and Marisa

of the human body to space. His work has

a total of 5000 NFTs to be minted

Yiu, ESKYIU is a multi-disciplinary

developed the potential opened up by

and gifted as free art airdrops to

architecture studio that explores

sculpture since the 1960s through a critical

its valued communities globally

how architecture intersects with

engagement with both his own body and

in November 2022. The selection

transformative cultural landscapes,

those of others in a way that confronts

of artists reflects our established

media, products, print, experimental

fundamental questions of where human

presence in key communities globally,

fabrication systems, educational

beings stand in relation to nature and the

with an accent on the Chinese

tools and social sustainability.

cosmos. Gormley continually tries to identify

Mainland, Hong Kong, and Miami in

the space of art as a place of becoming

the United States.

in which new behaviours, thoughts and
feelings can arise.

LEARN MORE
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The New Kawaii
26 MAY
BONHAMS HONG KONG
20/F, ONE PACIFIC PLACE, ADMIRALTY
When pop art landed in Japan, where the kawaii culture originated as a cult and developed into
a mainstream aesthetic, it found itself a cuter identity: one of innocence and fantasy dressed in
loveable vibrant pastel colours – the Kawaii Pop. Yoshitomo Nara and Takashi Murakami have a
firm grip on the Kawaii Pop crown, and are the pioneers who successfully exported it to the global
contemporary art scene. Not only that, they have also inspired a younger generation of Kawaii
Pop artists who push new boundaries of this genre. These young artists, such as Ayako Rokkaku,
Aya Takano, Hikari Shimoda, and Takeru Amano, are among the names whose works will be
showcased at Bonhams Modern and Contemporary Art Sale in Hong Kong on 26 May 2022.
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Christie’s 20th/21st Century
Art Evening Sale
Presenting seminal works by leading masters of the modern era as well as
contemporary luminaries and emerging artists from around the world, the
evening sale will be led by an important 1964 masterpiece, Zao Wou-ki’s
‘29.09.64’. Other special highlights include Homme assis by Pablo Picasso and
Nichols Canyon III by David Hockney. The sale will also feature prominent works
by international artists such as Claude Monet, Yoshitomo Nara, Gerhard Richter,
Yayoi Kusama, Zeng Fanzhi, Marc Chagall, Hilary Pecis and Natee Utarit.

Lifestyle

China / 5000 Years
Alongside the themed auction ‘Ancient Civilisations – Neolithic Pottery
including the Collection of Ronald W. Longsdorf’, this season’s ‘CHINA / 5000
YEARS’ auction on 25th May showcases a diverse range of Chinese works
of art including early ceramics, imperial porcelain, jade, lacquer, glassware
and metalwork. The sale also features Qing dynasty monochromes acquired
in Japan in the 1980s, imperial porcelain from an Asian private collection and
various Hong Kong private collections.

Phillips Auction House
Phillips is a leading global platform for buying and selling 20th and 21st
Century art and design. With dedicated expertise in the areas of 20th
Century and Contemporary Art, Design, Photographs, Editions, Watches,
and Jewellery, Phillips offers professional services and advice on all
aspects of collecting.

WHEN
VIEWING:
21-26 MAY | 10:30AM – 6:30PM
AUCTION:
26 MAY | 7:30PM
WHERE
HALL 3D, HONG KONG
CONVENTION AND
EXHIBITION CENTRE
NO.1 HARBOUR ROAD
WANCHAI

WHEN
EXHIBITION:
20 – 24 MAY
LIVE AUCTION:
25 MAY | 10:20PM
WHERE
SOTHEBY’S
5/F ONE PACIFIC PLACE
88 QUEENSWAY

WHEN
27 MAY
THE HONG KONG WATCH
AUCTION: XIV
21 JUNE
20TH CENTURY & CONTEMPORARY
ART & DESIGN DAY SALE
22 JUNE
20TH CENTURY & CONTEMPORARY
ART EVENING SALE
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DarkSide at Rosewood Hong Kong
introduces a “Modern Forgotten
Classic Menu”
DarkSide at Rosewood Hong Kong, the sultry jazz and cocktail parlour
that was recently ranked #13 on the Asia’s 50 Best Bars 2022 list and
#49 on World’s 50 Best Bars 2021 list, introduces a new menu inspired by
retro cocktails of the last century. Each cocktail on the Modern Forgotten

WHERE
LEVEL TWO
ROSEWOOD HONG KONG
18 SALISBURY ROAD
TSIM SHA TSUI

Classic Menu, created by Director of Bars Arkadiuz Rybak and the awardwinning DarkSide mixology team, is concocted and presented with an

Lifestyle

elevated and whimsical twist, and debuts for sophisticated sipping.

Aria launches Art Menu for Art Month
Aria Italian celebrates Art Month in Hong Kong with a limited-time Art
Menu that pays homage to the greatest artists of modern history. From
Robert Delaunay’s rhythmic geometry to Vincent Van Gogh’s iconic The
Starry Night, to Jackson Pollock’s groundbreaking gestural paint drips on
canvas, and Piet Mondrian’s pure abstraction of colour, the exclusive four-

WHERE
24/F, CALIFORNIA TOWER
30-36 D’AGUILAR STREET
CENTRAL

course menu is a lesson in artful gastronomy and meticulous plating, and
is available only from 25-29 May 2022 with an option for wine pairing.

Agora by Antonio Oviedo
Opens in Central
Chef Antonio Oviedo of the ever-vibrant 22 Ships is teaming up with JIA
Group once again to bring a new rendition of fine Spanish gastronomy to
Central. Nestled within the heritage building of Tai Kwun, AGORA is a new
contemporary Spanish fine dining concept that showcases Chef Antonio’s
boundary-pushing cuisine whilst staying true to his Spanish roots through
seasonal tasting menus.

WHERE
SHOP 14
G/F D HALL TAI KWUN
10 HOLLYWOOD ROAD
CENTRAL
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8-Hands Climate Action Charity
Lunch by Roganic Hong Kong x
CHAAT x Estro x Man Ho
On 29th May, Roganic gives trusted producers, growers, and friends
the spotlight they deserve by way of a celebration lunch to conclude
the month’s Roganic & Friends of Sustainability series. Proceeds from
the lunch will be donated towards Zero Foodprint Asia, which addresses
greenhouse gas emissions through investments in carbon farming.

WHERE
UG/F 08, SINO PLAZA
255 GLOUCESTER ROAD
CAUSEWAY BAY

The menu is a cross-collaboration among the city’s most acclaimed
restaurants including one MICHELIN-starred Roganic Hong Kong led by
Chef Ashley Salmon, one MICHELIN-starred Indian restaurant CHAAT by

Lifestyle

Chef Manav Tuli, new avant-garde Italian restaurant Estro by Chef Antimo
Maria Merone, and one MICHELIN-starred refined Cantonese restaurant
Man Ho by Chef Jayson Tang.

Duddell’s Unveils New Signature
Tasting Menu and a La Carte Menu
Located in the heart of Central, 1-MICHELIN starred Duddell’s serves
authentic Cantonese cuisine within a beautiful gallery space. New
Executive Chef Yip Kar On brings a fresh and elevated interpretation of

WHERE
LEVEL 3
SHANGHAI TANG MANSION
1 DUDDELL STREET
CENTRAL

much loved Chinese classics, introducing a new menu of a la carte dishes
and new signature tasting menu.

Chutney, a New Indian Restaurant
Where tradition meets modernity, the newly opened Chutney takes its
name from the essential condiment of Indian cuisine, one that traces its
origins through centuries of culinary heritage and preservation. Every
region in India has its unique cuisine indigenous to that locale; the variety
of dishes available in India are innumerable, and all equally delectable.

WHERE
4/F CARFIELD
COMMERCIAL BUILDING
75-77 WYNDHAM STREET
CENTRAL
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208 Duecento Otto
Revamped as Ramato
With a menu developed by esteemed Italian Chef Antimo Maria Merone
of Estro, Ramato serves traditional southern Italian fare with family-style
charm and casual touches. From happy hour aperitivos to relaxed Italian

WHERE
G/F, 208 HOLLYWOOD ROAD
SHEUNG WAN

dining, Ramato is set to become the hottest neighbourhood destination for
hearty and authentic southern Italian food paired with classic cocktails.

Salisterra’s Colourful Culinary
Canvas Revealed in all-new Menus
Lifestyle

The colourful culinary canvas of the Mediterranean is the inspiration for debut
menus from Salisterra’s new Executive Chef, Cary Docherty. Infused with his
trademark of refined but relaxed deliciousness, the new à la carte focuses on

WHERE
LEVEL 49 THE UPPER HOUSE
ADMIRALTY

renditions of flavours from the South of France and Italy. To accompany the
cuisine, Salisterra’s striking bar launches a reimagined drink programme in
collaboration with Raphael Holzer, featuring cocktails crafted with housemade
ingredients including pickles, infused tinctures, and seasonal garnishes.

Popinjays for Afternoon Tea,
Weekend Brunch and Party
Popinjays is a contemporary lifestyle rooftop bar and restaurant serving
modern European gastronomy. From semi-buffet lunch on weekdays and
seafood brunch with champagne packages on weekends, to the flamboyant
afternoon tea and exquisite dinner menus served daily, a high-flying dining
experience is guaranteed. Visit the adjoining bar and outdoor terrace for worldclass selection of classic cocktails, bespoke creations and specialty spirits.
To enjoy exclusive benefits, please contact Quintessentially’s lifestyle
manager for details.

WHERE
26/F, THE MURRAY
HONG KONG, A NICCOLO HOTEL
22 COTTON TREE D R I V E
CENTRAL
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The Rosewood Private Yacht Transfer Service
VICTORIA DOCKSIDE, 18 SALISBURY ROAD, TSIM SHA TSUI
As Art Basel transforms Hong Kong into a creative playground this May, enjoy a multi-sensory stay
or experience at Rosewood, centred around the premier event.
Pop open a bottle of chilled Ruinart as you settle into your luxurious room, join their Art Ambassador on a guided
tour to discover the hotel’s thought-provoking art collection or arrive at Art Basel Hong Kong in style via their
private yacht transfer service, complete with a glass of complimentary Ruinart champagne onboard.
Exclusively for Quintessentially members, experience the luxury of their private yacht transfer, taking you
across the harbour directly between Rosewood and Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre. While on
board, you can also enjoy a complimentary hand massage from the Asaya Spa team.
To enjoy the exclusive benefits, please contact Quintessentially’s lifestyle manager for details.

T&CS APPLY. SUBJECT TO A CONFIRMED DINING RESERVATION AT ANY ROSEWOOD
RESTAURANT. BOOKINGS ARE ON A FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS.
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Treasured Moments
Staycation Package at The Murray
During Art Basel Hong Kong 2022, ticket holders are invited to experience
The Murray’s hospitality, sophisticated design and diverse culinary offerings
with the “Treasured Moments” package, enjoying a gastronomic getaway in
a contemporary chic sanctuary. You can savour a masterfully created threecourse dinner in a relaxed yet refined ambience, and a sumptuous semi-buffet
breakfast with your choice of a hot dish prepared à la minute.

Lifestyle

The following privileges are included in the package:
»

A complimentary bottle of Prosecco per stay

»

Daily breakfast for two

»

Daily three-course dinner for two

»

Complimentary overnight parking for one vehicle per stay

WHERE
22 COTTON TREE DRIVE
CENTRAL
PRICE
FROM HKD2,900 + 10%
PER NIGHT

To enjoy the exclusive benefits, please contact Quintessentially’s lifestyle
manager for details.

Four Seasons Hotel Hong Kong
With seven MICHELIN stars and a Zen-inspiring Spa under one roof, Four
Seasons Hotel Hong Kong is a culinary and wellness destination at the
edge of storied Victoria Harbour.
The hotel completed of the first phase of its exciting transformation
last year, with a set of completely redesigned guest rooms and suites to
welcome guests. The new era of luxury hospitality features a complete
enhancement of 399 guest rooms and suites, the lobby area, as well as
the introduction of a highly anticipated bar ARGO – recently ranked No.3
in The Best Bar in Asia 2022, and lobby café Gallery, joining the Hotel’s
acclaimed MICHELIN-starred dining collection.

WHERE
8 FINANCE ST, CENTRAL
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Mindish
Mindish is a new, integrative model of therapy that embraces human

Dining

connection. From psychotherapy to hypnotherapy, life coaching, and
mindfulness training, their teams of therapists and coaches work
collaboratively to help you reach your goals.

WHERE
15/F, 8 WYNDHAM STREET
CENTRAL

To enjoy exclusive benefits, please contact Quintessentially’s lifestyle
manager for details.

Family Form at The Upper House
Lifestyle

Bringing together health x hospitality, welcome to the FAMILY FORM
studio residency at The Upper House. A dynamic and immersive
conditioning workout - a 55-minute mat-based, full-body sculpting

WHERE
THE UPPER HOUSE
ADMIRALTY

experience — designed with hand and ankle weights and hosted in optimal
conditions to enhance and motivate - heat, humidity and bold music.

Tom Ford Beauty
Tom Ford Beauty’s eponymous collection of cosmetics and fragrances
are shaped with his singular vision of modern glamour and infused with
the utmost quality and craftsmanship. Tom Ford opens a door into the
mesmerizing world of artisanal scent. Each fragrance begins with a
precious extraction of a single note around which secondary notes are
wrapped creating a completely developed and complex Eau de Parfum
that may enchant or challenge, stimulate or delight.
To enjoy the exclusive benefits, please contact Quintessentially’s
lifestyle manager for details.

WHERE
TOM FORD BEAUTY COUNTER
AT HARVEY NICHOLS
PACIFIC PLACE
TOM FORD BEAUTY COUNTER
AT LANE CRAWFORD
IFC MALL
STORE L3 3318
GATEWAY ARCADE
HARBOUR CITY

SCAN THE QR CODE TO LEARN MORE
EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS DURING ART MONTH
OR SIMPLY GET IN TOUCH WITH US TO SEE
HOW WE CAN BE OF ASSISTANCE.

+852 2540 8595 | MEMBERSHIPHK@QUINTESSENTIALLY.COM

